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How many times have we come across someone suffering or being harassed, felt bad for them,

considered helping them, but then looked the other way and moved on. This behaviour, termed

as the ‘bystander effect’, is a psycho-social phenomenon where humans tend to help people

less based on the assumption that someone else would step in. This behavioural tendency  is

exacerbated when the information we consume regularly depends on commercial capital

generation and changes daily to keep the viewership interested and intact.

Our initiative Azaad आवाज़ aims to tackle an erosion of empathy in our society. This  monthly

magazine (Patrika) aims to focus on the marginalized sections whose voices are often muted in

the cacophony of flashy mainstream media discourse. When referring to the marginalization,

this platform does not aim to restrict itself to the traditional focus on social aggregates like

caste and race alone but aspires to include a discussion on class, gender, sexual orientation

etc.

Azaad आवाज़ sculpted as a digital media station focuses on issues that debilitate the 
“deliberately silenced”, drawing no boundaries and aspires to evolve and voice the needs of

those silenced.  The main theme focused for this monthly edition is : “The Transformation of

the Indian Education System: Role of NEP, COVID-19, and the Digital Partition...” This

edition provides an in-depth perspective on the underlying issues and helps us understand the

voices of those affected.
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COVID-19 and its rapid rise has altered the world, wherein the “COVID

World Order” has put a halt to what was considered “normal”. This

pandemic has also resulted in individuals questioning the ways of the

world, wherein there is an increased focus on the efficiency of

governments and states. This questioning and increased dialogue has

shifted to that of privilege, the differences between the “haves and have-

nots”, and how they are faring with regards to education, work, and their

healthcare. 

 

 The education sector is thoroughly analyzed employing various lenses

such as looking at the role played by particular socio-economic

backgrounds and identities in accessing education. On the one hand,

there are marginalized groups who face several obstacles in order to

access higher education, and on the other hand, there exists a lobby

which acts as the gatekeeper to academia. Such realities may not seem

explicitly visible, yet are highlighted by Professor N. Sukumar, who

explores the ostracization of certain groups within academia in this

month’s Awaaz in Focus.

 

One of the main issues highlighted during the COVID-19 pandemic is

the disparity in education and schooling between government-run

schools, public schools, and private ones. During this pandemic, given

the need to stay indoors and restrict any outdoor movement, schooling

has made a shift to the virtual means. This is mainly accessible to

children who belong to economically well-off families, while those

belonging to financially backward families either do not have the means

to access such technology or do not understand the ways to operate the

gadgets. Many times, those living in rural areas, face issues with regards

to unstable electricity and network, creating another obstacle with

regards to their education. This theme is explored further in the Paigam-

e-Awaaz section, where Akriti Bhatia and student activists Damini Kain

and Amarjeet Kumar Singh discuss the impact of COVID-19 and the

New Education Policy (NEP) on education, especially with regards to

marginalized communities. 

 

The NEP which aims to “bridge gaps in access, participation and

learning outcomes” airbrushes the plight of the marginalized in its

process of revamping the structure of the education system. Either

deliberate or due to a misunderstanding of the existing educational

landscape, the NEP tends to overlook the complexities of the urban-rural

divide that has plagued the country for years. An Oxfam report dated

2015 highlighted the inequalities faced by these sub-groups-nearly 75%

of the 6 million children who dropped out of school belong to

marginalised communities. Amongst this, Dalits account for 32.4%

followed by Muslims at 25.7% and Adivasis at 16.4%. The top-down

reformist approach pursued by the NEP fails to understand the

contrasting realities that different marginalised groups face. Despite

professing the idea to achieve “full human potential, develop an

equitable and just society and promote national development”, the NEP

further alienates the marginalised communities from any sense of growth

and development and promotes a sense of historic subjugation. Gaurav J

Pathania, a sociologist at Georgetown University, summarizes by stating

“by only looking to the moon, we fail to see the manholes in the

ground.” 

PAIGAM

 Despite it taking nearly 34 years to bring a much-needed

structural tectonic shift in the education system, the NEP

fails to offer these subjugated groups a ray of hope. This

policy is called the “New Exclusion Policy” by Professor N.

Sukumar, who studies its impact on marginalized

communities.

 

The pandemic that initially took off as a public health

emergency hazard, has disrupted major religious, economic

and social institutions. The impact of the lockdown, although

not currently substantiated by data, clearly indicates a

widening of the gender gap in education. Much of the work

India has pushed for aggressively over the past two decades

would be undone if the system does not use a gendered lens

to become more inclusive. India’s female literacy had seen a

considerable positive trajectory from 9 percent at the time of

independence to about nearly 65 percent in 2011. This work

could be undermined as the pandemic exposes the fault lines

in the system. With access to information technology being

particularly usurped by the privileged, girls are at the

forefront of being excluded from this aspect of online

education.

This Patrika captures various perspectives and outlooks on

the changes emerging within the education sector, paralleling

the force fitted transformations made during the pandemic. 

Vichaar explores the structural inequalities within the Indian

education system, and the potential impacts the NEP may

have. Paigam-e-Awaaz, critically analyses the education

divide caused during the pandemic, stressing upon the digital

divide and its consequences. 

The first Samvaad discussion looks into the caveats of South

Asia’s political economy in a changing world whilst the

second discussion focuses on the transforming nature of

India’s education system in a post pandemic world. Awaaz in

Focus highlights the plight of the marginalized and

vulnerable communities in the academic realm, looking into

the reservation policies, its shortcomings, and possible

solutions. 

Nazariya helps to gain insights on the impact of the

pandemic on different socio-economic groups in the

educational sector through the eyes of Jigyasa Labroo,

founder of Slam Out Loud. Talk Point delves into the

conditions faced by students during the pandemic, with

regards to education. Students from different parts of India,

highlight the varying conditions felt. 
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Historically, inequality in access to education has been a crucial

instrument in reinforcing and maintaining social stratification. Even

today, class, caste, gender and other social factors prove to be

persistent hurdles in gaining a quality education. 

 

In a podcast about the New Education Policy, Mr Ambarish Rai,

National Convener at the Right to Education Forum, offer insights

on the potential impact of the New Education Policy on how it may

or may not bridge the existing fault lines in our society. Mr Rai is an

education activist and during his career, he has worked with multiple

trade unions. He was President of UP Katai Mill Mazdoor

Mahasangh and President, Eveready Flashlight Mazdoor Union and

also National Executive Committee member of All India Central

Council of Trade Unions. He currently works for ensuring children’s

right to education across India to achieve quality and equitable

education in India. 

 

In the podcast, Mr Rai discusses the implications of the Bilingual

method and the 5+3+3+3 model, to comment upon the corollaries of

the NEP in making education more accessible and effective. In

discussing the structural problems and merits of the policy, Mr Rai

explores the current fallacies in the education system and why there

are discrepancies in education quality across social groups.

"Through this (bilingual method)
we can address the diversity of
languages. We will need local
teachers because in some tribal
regions the tribal language is
different from the regional
language. There is a
communication gap between the
teacher and student, and the
dropouts are happening because
of this."

VICHAAR

Mr. Ambarish Rai ,

National Convener at the Right to Education Forum

Access the Podcast:

NEP and Structural Inequalities in Indian Education
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In the panel discussion the panelists explore the impact of COVID-19

on the education system. This panel comprises of Akriti Bhatia,

Founder and Director of PAIGAM, and student activists Damini Kain

and Amarjeet Kumar Singh. Throughout the discussion, the

discussants delve into the impact this sudden shift in educational

realms would have on different groups. Akriti Bhatia introduces the

topic by providing a commentary on the current educational

landscape of the country. She navigates through the turbulence that

the pandemic created in tectonically shifting from basic classroom

teaching to the online mode of pedagogy without any major planning.

 

For Akriti Bhatia, this has been a “major drawback for learning”

with its effects being “disproportional in nature due to the digital

divide in India”. In the process, she draws out the various

implications this has had on students, particularly those living in rural

and remote areas where accessibility is a privilege. She talks about

how the economically backward people, in a desperate attempt to

fend off hunger owing to the lockdown, have limited or no resources

to afford an online education. For Akriti Bhatia, “online learning

must be seen as an aid, not a substitute. It is helpful but not fully

beneficial. The government must think of an alternative to maintain

the continuity which is more accessible, affordable and beneficial.”

She goes on to highlight the disparity between those in rural areas as

opposed to those in urban areas in terms of accessing education,

especially during the COVID-19 pandemic. She stresses on how this

pandemic is adversely impacting the education of those belonging to

marginalized and vulnerable groups such as women, SCs, and even

working-class students.

 

Both Akriti Bhatia and Damini Kain share the belief that the COVID-

19 pandemic is not only causing a health crisis, but also crises in the

economic, political, social, and educational fronts. Damini Kain

addresses the New Education Policy released by the government

during the pandemic, tracing its history back to the 1986 Navodaya

Schools, the 1992-1993 Punnayya Committee, India’s 1991 economic

reforms, and the Ambani- Birla Report (2000). Damini believes that

“the current online-mode of learning at the school level is

unconstitutional and against the Right to Education”, since it

disregards those from the marginalized groups, the economically

weaker sections, the differently abled, and those with no network,

such as students in J&K or rural areas.

“This is a Saffornization process”, claims Damini, “first you exclude,

then you interview and change what is accessible”. With this she

highlights the change in syllabus of political science and humanities,

and the removal of vital topics such as diversity, gender, caste,

nationalism, secularism, and citizenship. “You’ve commoditized

education, privatized it, changed what is taught- how can one

question what is critical now?”

University students have been protesting against the deliberate

confusion created by the central and state governments, “On one

hand, you have the state governments cancelling exams, on the

other, you have the central government calling for exams. Now,

who falls within the middle? It’s the students”. “'We are facing

an anti-intellectual environment”, claims Akriti Bhatia, with

regards to the attacks on critical thinking, higher education

institutions and students. 

 

The impact of the pandemic on marginalized communities is

highlighted by Amarjeet Kumar Singh, who looks at the

reservations provided by the constitutions, as well as their

history. “The Right to Equality is amongst equals, not amongst

unequals”, he claims, “There is a new kind of reservation

coming about during the pandemic, a forced reservation, one

which is not in any constitution nor has been proclaimed by the

government”. Through this, he refers to the digital divide within

the pandemic, forcing those who cannot access such technology

to put a hold on their education. 

 

Commenting on the reservation system within the higher

education systems in the country, Amarjeet demystifies the

structural issues prevalent. He highlights how there exists a gulf

between the reservation existing in Government mandates and

the implementation happening on the ground. In the process, he

narrates the hard-fought story of a Dalit professor claiming his

spot as the Head of Department for the Hindi Department at

Delhi University. Despite being the most senior professor in the

department, the post was first made available to a ‘forward caste’

professor. It was only after major protests erupted amongst the

faculty and the students against this move that the post was

finally made available to the Dalit faculty. Through this,

Amarjeet tries to carve out the existing difficulties that the

backward caste intellectuals have been facing prior to the

outbreak of the virus, something he expects to only widen as the

pandemic prolongs.

PAIGAM-e-AWAAZ

The Impact of COVID-19 on the Education System 
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“If you want to change the nation you
have to change the narrative.”

Dr. Kamlesh Misra, Vice Chancellor of Rishihood University, in this

Samvaad virtual discussion talks about the essence of the New

Education policy (NEP) 2020. The New Education Policy, according

to Dr. Misra is a complete shift from the existing education system.

He believes that the policy has a much wider scope but a Centre

driven policy might jeopardise the work or the implementation

policy of the States and educational institutions and makes it no

different from the previous regimented education policies. Earlier

the regulator or policy-maker dictated every aspect of the curriculum

including the recruitment of teachers and the examination date. With

the new policy, it gives a wider scope for innovation and experiment

to transform the education system.

Dr. Misra mentions that the NEP 2020 is similar to the American

education system and elaborates by giving the example of the tenure

system that exists in American universities. The previous education

system was solely dependent on a textbook based relationship,

instead he believes that curriculums of institutions should be taught

holistically and that is exactly what the new education policy is

doing. He had full confidence and favored the New Education

Policy, but he also mentions that its implementation would not be

easy because of the diverse interest groups involved.

He is in favor of the international universities opening branches in

India as it will increase the level of competition in students.

However, it is not going to be as easy as it is stated in the policy due

to the following reasons. Firstly, it is important to understand that

international universities run commercially and need local funders.

Second, the international universities will not accept the terms of the

government like reservation, as it would jeopardise their selection

procedures and invite more criticism. Until the country doesn't

become a market-driven economy, it would be tough to bring

international universities.

 

Dr. Misra believes that over the years the education system has

evolved even though it is heavily dependent on memorization.

Students are not taught to think outside the box. He states that

the education system should now shift from dependent memory

to independent thinking and problem-solving. The new policy

gives universities the liberty to restructure their ways of

teaching. Teaching should not be in a lecture format, it is

important for students and professors to have friendly and open

dialogue, as it builds the student’s creativity. The new system

should consist of debate, dialogue, and discussion. 

 

Dr. Misra expresses that inequality exists in every country, be

it in the developed or developing nation, and further elaborates

on the concept of the welfare state. He believes that when one

brings in religion, caste, or class into education, it defeats the

whole purpose of a welfare state.

SAMVAAD

Transformation of Indian Education with Dr. Kamlesh Misra

“Students have an important role in
implementing and transforming the
education system.”
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Roshan Kishore is a journalist with Hindustan Times in New Delhi.

He focuses on political economy issues with a data-driven approach.

 

Mr. Roshan Kishore starts his presentation by stating that India was

never globalized enough to trigger a backlash. He believes that in a

democratic country, politics, policy, and economic performance are

interrelated. He analyses the GDP growth from 1997 and firmly states

that India cannot have a V-shaped recovery, as it is not possible.

Since the 2008 financial shock, India’s GDP was unable to stabilize,

the pandemic was not the only reason for the downfall of the GDP.

According to his analysis, India has had a sharp slowdown since

2016. For a modern financial economy to grow, it is important to

have a strong financial sector, however, he believes that it is not a

sufficient condition for India. Mr. Kishore states that due to the fall in

the tax projections, there is a rise in the fiscal deficit. Reforms

introduced by the government such as demonetization have done the

opposite of what it promised, and brought about fewer taxes. 

The lockdown, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, has delivered a

massive economic shock. Mr. Kishore provided a broader overview

of the impact stating that the employment-intensive sectors such as

manufacturing, hotel, trade, and construction have taken the biggest

hit. The pandemic led to a sharp fall in jobs, income, and consumer

confidence. The government took out several measures such as the

20-lakh crore economic package, but the package was not helpful as

it did not provide benefits stated to the people in need. The basic

political-economic challenge that remains is providing a source of

employment for people engaged in the agricultural sector.

Neelanjan Sircar is a Senior Visiting Fellow at Centre for Policy

Research (CPR) and Assistant Professor at Ashoka University. His

research interests include Indian political economy and

comparative political behavior with an eye to Bayesian statistics,

causal inference, social network analysis, and game theory.

Professor Neelanjan Sircar builds his presentation on a paper he

wrote on the 2014 and 2019 national elections. In the paper, he

analyzes Prime Minister Modi’s statement during the 2019

elections. The term ‘Vishwas’ or belief used by Modi can help to

distinguish the politics seen today and the ideal version of

democratic politics. Professor Sircar believes that the standard

model for political behavior in a democracy includes political

accountability and political mobilization. According to his analysis,

the ‘political elites’ and the media dictate the political narrative of

the country. 

 

According to data collected by Professor Sircar, BJP had an

advantage over the Congress party, as the number of protests

against the latter were high in 2014, and further increased in 2019.

He states that ‘Vishwas’ as a principle of politics gives a role for

communication through social media or mobilization between the

leader and voter and that academicians and media reporters

disproportionately assign political behavior to issues. According to

a survey conducted by Professor Sircar, the importance of religion

in two aspects- personal life and raising children, in the Vishwas

model is highlighted. Frustration with secular thought and

compromising with identities can lead to the centralization of polity

groups. The Vishwas model of politics also looks at the underlying

desire for centralization which leads to the need for a strong leader.

He states that the idea of Vishwas as a model and the centralization

of power emerges from the ability of an individual to constantly

invent and reinvent itself, implying the individual need to directly

control the means of communication between the leader and the

voter. The empirical evidence provided by Professor Sircar states

that the change in turner vote out is due to frustration which leads

to a rise in votes for the opposition. He concluded by stating that

the nation is currently facing extreme political centralization and

intimidation of political opponents.

SAMVAAD

Understanding the Political Economy of a ‘New’ India
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Q. Constitutional laws on education, in principle, with regards to

affirmative action and reservations attempt to bridge the gap between

marginalized groups and those in the general category. Despite being

implemented, there is a large gap between the numbers of students in

the aforementioned groups. What are the social issues faced,

especially by first-generation learners belonging to marginalized

communities, in addition to academic issues?

 

To this day, the reservation policy is yet to be completely

implemented. The basic idea of reservation is to ensure accessibility of

marginalized communities into academic domains. However, they

should be accepted socially, not just academically. The non-reserved

communities devalue students from the reserved category, calling them

“non-meritorious”, despite them being meritorious. Students from

marginalized communities face an immense amount of academic and

social issues. The moment they enter the campus, they sense a loss of

belonging. The university space is very hierarchical, and there exists

an “elite vs non-elite” division, seen through language barriers,

hindering access to information. Due to this, such students are

deliberately given fewer marks, and struggle to pass.  

 

Socially, such students face a lot of exclusion and discrimination.

Students belonging to the reserved categories stay within their own

groups, as there is a level of comfortability, to discuss the issues one

faces with friends belonging to the same class or caste, which others

may dismiss or laugh off. Such students also face discrimination on

their dressing patterns, lack of involvement in cultural and social

activities. With university events, there is a division of labour based on

the background of students. The academic aspects and social aspects

are thus closely linked within, and outside of the classroom.

Q. In your understanding, how did the introduction of reservations

cause a shift in the realm of academia? Whilst access to education

increased, was there a shift when it came to outcome, did students

belonging to marginalised groups benefit greatly? Is such a feat

“rolling back” from the last few years?

 

When it comes to enrolment in higher education of reserved

categories, there is a gradual increase in the past decade, and an

increase of the women's enrolment too. There is now a massive

demand for higher education, which reflects the aspirational level. My

students say that higher education is necessary for them to rationalize

and negotiate equality, and express their opinions, later including job

employment. However, the outcome in terms of employment in the

present is becoming problematic. 

AWAAZ IN FOCUS

In the previous decades there was a positive output, a

considerable number of students got employment, there were

recruitment policies, and many public institutions.Increased

privatization is blocking outcome when it comes to employment,

Dalit students will remain in public universities or work there

since they cannot get into private universities. Reservations also

do not have an overall outcome, since there are a significant

number of student drop-outs, as their conducive atmosphere was

not positive.

There are often certain “Brahminical mindsets” used to “weed

out the Dalits” from obtaining certain opportunities, such as

obstacles against fellowships, in the form of extra entrance

exams and language ability. There is an immense difference

between the provisions created on paper, and reality. Students

are often not given the grades required to obtain such

fellowships, they are not able to get even letters of

recommendation! Thus, the outcome is problematic, not only in

terms of employment but also in terms of the aforementioned

“little” outcomes.

The Ghettoisation of Dalit
Experiences in Indian Academia

In conversation with Prof N. Sukumar. 
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Q. Could you please elaborate on the work efforts undertaken by

universities to help students belonging to marginalised groups

(especially first-generation learners)? How often do you find such

efforts to be implemented, or are they solely present to help with the

image of such institutions? Instead, what measures do you personally

believe should be implemented to help such students?

There have been a lot of efforts undertaken by the University Grants

Commission (UGC), over a period of time. While reservations allow

for these students to get into higher education and universities, there are

also fellowships, scholarships, and remedial classes for the reserved-

category students. These are very important for students who do not

have the required language or academic capabilities. Scholarships

ensure that there is no need to monetarily depend on one's family,

which is vital for female students, since some families may not wish to

invest in girl-child education.

Yet, the NEP seems to be officially facilitating dropping out, with its

entrepreneurial education pattern. It has officially created a gateway for

marginalized students, who do not want to continue after secondary

school to drop out, with a certificate. I call it the “New Exclusion

Policy”, not New Education Policy. 

 

I believe that if every university strictly follows the 2011-2012 UGC

Guidelines on equity and discrimination. Under this, universities have

to submit a report every year, with the complaints, actions and

outcomes faced, and have anti-discrimination officers, grievance

redressal mechanisms, SC-ST cells, and counselling services. All of

these exist on paper, yet they are not functional. An, an anti-

discrimination act is needed, which is liable as per the law. Many

universities do not even respect the institutional mechanisms that have

been set up and devised to address such problems. Instead, committed

people should be identified, and the administration should be caste-

neutral when addressing issues.

Q. In your journal “Living a concept: Semiotics of everyday

exclusion” you had mentioned about the ‘excluders’ sharing a

collective vision whilst the ‘excluded’ experiencing exclusion as an

individual failure. To what extent and how does this hamper the

participation of certain marginalised groups in occupying social

spaces?

 

The perpetuators of discrimination are very clear and clever; from top

to bottom on how to prevent the reserved category students. It is an

organised system wherein the judiciary and the parliament also become

part of the institutionalised discrimination that is being meted out. This

compared to the excluded, who are battling and are often divided on the

basis of caste, sub caste, region and language to name a few. Post Rohit

Vermula, in many universities, Ambedkar Student Associations and

Dalit Students Associations came up. This is important as larger social

movements need a sense of guidance and mobilisation. Of course, there

are some positive cases also of people who graduate. So, the excluded

are divided and the excluders are united. 

This needs to be seriously understood as a failure of the

excluded. This limits the participation level of students. Many

a times in fact, those who are subjected to such

discrimination tend to slip into depression. Because of the

trauma that such students go through throughout their degree

programme, a psychological scar becomes indelible. Over a

period of time, one slips into depression or in extreme cases

suicide. Other offshoots become dropouts, losing confidence

which has a major impact in the long run.

Q. How does language act as an effective weapon to restrict

the entry of Dalits and Adivasi into academic circles? To

what extent does it create a sense of stigma against them?

Yes, language plays a very important role in the classroom.

There has been a sense of “English elitism” that one can see.

As a Dalit, I am for English medium precisely because if not

for an English medium mode of communication, I would not

be where I am today, a professor at DU! Despite this, English

language as a medium needs to be deconstructed as many

come from a Hindi medium background and face major

difficulties.

Many times, more than bringing together people, language

acts as a discriminator; excluding certain backward castes and

acting as a bottleneck for the disadvantaged groups in

academic institutions. I understand how speaking and

interacting in English is a daunting challenge for many of the

Dalit students but to conquer the world one must know the

language that links everybody. Only through this can ideas be

exchanged and critical engagement could occur.
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"The perpetuators of discrimination
are very clear and clever; from top
to bottom on how to prevent the
reserved category students. It is an
organised system wherein the
judiciary and the parliament also
become part of the institutionalised
discrimination that is being meted
out."
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Q.  Gopal Guru in his work “How egalitarian are the social

sciences in India?” talks about a sense of theoretical spoon-

feeding that is provided to certain groups whilst the Dalit/ Adivasi

experiences are relegated to raw empiricism. In your own

personal experience, would you agree with this insight? Should

Dalit/ Adivasi look at theory as a moral responsibility to act in

order to grant respectability to their experience that is otherwise

circumcised by condescending theorists belonging to the “Upper

Castes”?

 

Social sciences are not at all egalitarian. Who had access to the

knowledge for so many decades? Within the department of

sociology in Delhi University, there is a course on caste.

Conveniently, they have all scholars who have worked on caste but

have left out Dr. Ambedkar. This is a classic example. Sociologists

like Andre Beteille, at one point of time, spoke about the idea of

reservation diluting the idea of merit which was highly problematic.

So, the social sciences are not at all egalitarian precisely because

the knowledge that is being produced is highly Brahminical. There

are many perspectives; liberal, Marxists, Hindutva and feminists

amongst others. What is presently missing is a Dalit-Bahujan

perspective in the field of political science and sociology. De-

Brahminization of history, knowledge and theory thus is very

important. Ultimately, theory comes from experience and the Dalits

are the ‘Empirical Shudras’ who have rich empirical knowledge.

Which is why I feel that a “Empirical Shudra” is no lesser than a

‘Theoretical Brahmana’. Need empirical experience for one to

theorise; in a way the Shudras are more capable to do this and

should be provided with more platforms to do so. Personally, as a

social scientist, I don’t place theoretical Brahminical knowledge

over raw empirical experiences. 

 

In the context of Corona, everyone has become an “untouchable”

and the problem with untouchability is that now the Brahmin will

slowly understand the pain of untouchability.
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I teach Indian Political Thought at the University of Delhi. I

did my PhD on Ambedkar. I am also the first Dalit in the

Political Science department for the past 70 years serving as a

faculty. This hints at the Brahminical dominance as an

ideology.

When I joined initially, there was this thematic exploration

within the syllabus and the problem with this is that you can

conveniently exclude the thinkers whom you don't like and in

the process exclude perspectives you are not inclined to. And

in the process, Periyar, Ambedkar, Jotiba Phule amongst others

are left out. I fought to make my own question paper and

slowly, I got involved in the process of making the syllabus. I

felt it was important to study the ideas of Ambedkar; not for

the sake of Caste but for the sake of equality which every

individual needs to be acclimatized to in this hierarchical

Indian societal structure.

I made his teachings as a compulsory course as part of Delhi

University and that was my first pedagogical initiative. My

most important intervention was introducing the course “Dalit

Bahujan Political Thought” as an optional paper. The idea

behind this was to understand, construct and deconstruct all

thinkers with reason and rationality. Most of my other

colleagues teach Hindu nationalism and culture but the antidote

is also very important to understand which is why I fought

rigorously to introduce the course as part of the syllabus.

"Ultimately, theory comes from
experience and the Dalits are the
‘Empirical Shudras’ who have rich
empirical knowledge. Which is why I
feel that an 'Empirical Shudra' is no
lesser than a ‘Theoretical Brahmana’."

Q.Social science practices are deemed as undemocratic and self-

serving to the interest of certain groups; often subscribing to a

“Brahmanical pedagogue”. In your own personal curriculum, you

had introduced a ‘thinker based approach’. Can you please talk

about the idea behind this move, why it is important and how it

faced a certain backlash?

"When I joined initially, there was
this thematic exploration within the
syllabus and the problem with this is
that you can conveniently exclude
the thinkers whom you don't like
and in the process exclude
perspectives you are not inclined to."
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A few months ago, one seemingly insignificant case of wrongly

diagnosed flu, brought the entire world to a screeching halt. Grocery

shortages, a giant exodus of the migrant labour population, alarming

increases in unemployment and hunger as well as the ever-rising death

toll in the country are provide a rare insight into just how insignificant

some of our biggest corporations and institutions are, amplifying the

divisions in our society to an extent where they aren't ignorable

anymore, this is especially true in the field of education. And so, the

effects of this pandemic may prove to be as detrimental to education

and mental well-being as it is to public health. 

 

The divide between urban and rural are in the country factor in issues

of literacy, costs incurred for education as well as technology and

connectivity. The pandemic has only further highlighted the digital

divide. 4% of rural households had access to computers as compared

to 23% of urban households between July 2017 and June 2018.

Additionally, only 15% of rural households have access to any kind of

internet, and the network is often 2G or low speed internet that is not

strong enough to stream or even engage with much of the educational

content available online for them. In contrast, 42% of urban

households have access to high speed internet. 

Educational NGOs that worked with children from vulnerable

communities before the pandemic, are coming up with new and

innovative techniques to continue their interventions in accordance

with the need of the hour. Slam Out Loud is a prime example of such

organisations doing inspiring work.  

Slam Out Loud (SOL) in an art education focused NGO that aims to

build creative confidence in backward communities. In a conversation

with their founder Jigyasa Labroo and current employee Astha, we

discussed the impact of the pandemic on their interventions. On asking

about some challenges faced by SOL while carrying out their

initiatives-

 

JIGYASA: Our whole approach to the pandemic was child-related, we

tried to find out some of the issues they were experiencing. But these

children were facing loneliness, lack of engagement, an unnatural end

to the school year, lack of social interaction. Since we are an art-

based organisation, we tried to use art in a way that kept children's

well-being at the center in our interventions. One huge challenge was

the digital divide - We saw high-income schools go online almost

overnight. But in a lot of the communities we work with, things like

internet access, devices were scarce.

Secondly, orientation of teachers, caregivers, parents to provide these

environments for children that cater to their well-being. And again

this is because of the novelty of the whole situation, we have never

faced something like this before. Even things like enrolling them

online or making them aware of circumstances has proven to be a

challenge. Another huge challenge that we faced was the number of

kids that went off the grid during this time.

NAZARIYA

The Educational Side-Effects of COVID-19

A huge number of kids from our previous in-person program

became untraceable. This was because of the huge exodus we

saw of the migrant labor population. So many parents virtually

went off the map when they navigated from cities to their own

villages.

While the digital divide is one of the major reasons hampering

the work of teachers in areas with little to no internet

connectivity as well as extremely low device accessibility,

teachers are coming up with new alternative, innovative

methods to keep education going. In Haryana’s Jajjhar district,

children are being taught by teachers through loudspeakers

attached to carts to maintain social distancing as well as keeping

education going. The same basic idea is also employed in the

Janan Village in Gujarat where teachers are using the

Panchayat’s public announcement systems to impart knowledge

in the form of stories, lessons, educational songs etc. This is

half as efficient as in person classes but at least these methods

ensure that learning, in some shape or form, is continuing.
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Jigyasa Labroo,

Founder of Slam Out Loud 

"But these children were facing
loneliness, lack of engagement, an
unnatural end to the school year, lack
of social interaction."
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NAZARIYA

There is however a severe problem with these initiatives- they

do not entail any strategies of assessment. How do you assess

the amount and quality of the learning, how clear the concepts

are? Without a feedback mechanism, it is virtually impossible

to assess the quantity or quality of the learning. When asked

about strategies employed by Slam Out Loud, Jigyasa briefly

mentioned the many different creative means of dispersing

educational content and engaging with students-

JIGYASA: Radio and TV are mediums that are picked up more

in rural areas as compared to the online mode of

communication, people are more receptive to these mediums-

local mass media, community radios- are more exercised in

rural areas, so we have been employing those, creating

interactive podcasts. Further mediums of scale communication

-like WhatsApp groups have also helped with the dispersing of

content which also allows some limited feedback and

submissions of homework and other responses.

The one positive that technology and e-learning provides us

with are statistics, we can see which courses or programs were

watched most by the children, when they were doing their

homework, whether they stopped the video in between or

watched it till the end. So the quantifiable aspects like

engagement have been pretty easy to assess because of the ease

of data available. It is the qualitative aspect of education, like

the depth of understanding and impact, that we are finding hard

to measure or even have an idea about. 

ASTHA: To encourage more interaction and engagement and

interest in studies, we often release some small newsletters in

the local language of the region and on it, there are pictures of

the work of the kids that did the hardest work that week, or we

post them on social media. This provides an incentive for kids

to engage more and finish the work assigned to them on time. It

is not assessment but it is like a pat on the back, an

acknowledgement of their work. 

In many regions across the country, there are serious network

and connectivity issues, especially in the Kashmir Valley where

any form of internet except 2G is currently banned by the

government. In Kashmir, there have been two back to back

lockdowns, first on revoking the state's special status, a military

lockdown and the second on the outbreak of the coronavirus

pandemic. Students have not attended schools or colleges in

almost 18 months. Further, the internet blackout in the region,

only seriously hampered the future of the youth of the state as

being isolated and out of school for so long is expected to have

long term effects on their mental health as well as education. 

 

A recent video of students appearing for an online exam in a dense

forest because of lack of connectivity has recently gone viral. This is

a recurrent sight all over India, in every state and almost every

district. Digitization of education in India should've been done long

ago, even without the pandemic, but because of how peripheral this

issue was made to be, the youth of our country will pay the price.

Supportive infrastructure like Angadwaris have also been shut for

months now. While NGOs like Slam Out Loud are doing exemplary

work in counteracting the negative effectives of COVID-19 on

education, only time will really tell the extent of the damage caused

by this pandemic to education.
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"Radio and TV are mediums that are
picked up more in rural areas as
compared to the online mode of
communication, people are more
receptive to these mediums- local mass
media, community radios- are more
exercised in rural areas, so we have
been employing those, creating
interactive podcasts."
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NEP 2020: NEW EDUCATION
POLICY TO REVAMP THE
EDUCATION SYSTEM OF 21ST
CENTURY
15 August 2020

The effects of the pandemic can be seen on the conventional Indian system of

education. Government schools are getting left behind during this time without

the funds to shift to online classes like private schools. This has made the

digital divide in the education system very glaring. The government has tried

many initiatives to bridge this gap amid the pandemic, but progress has been

limited. In Chattisgarh, the state launched the Padhai Tuhar Dwar portal, which

allows government school teachers to conduct online classes. However,

children do not have access to devices or internet connectivity readily enough

to attend classes regularly.

 Further, in districts that are affected by Maoist rebel activities and ones that

are relatively underdeveloped, engagement has been minimal. There are

difficulties faced by many teachers in Uttar Pradesh who are facing network

issues as an obstacle to providing education. The pandemic highlights issues of

no digitization of education in many regions across the country, which have

now become a necessity for education, with or without the pandemic.

Recently the New Education Policy 2020 was approved by the Union

Cabinet. This policy is to bring the Indian education system into the 21st

century. A few features of this policy include a partnership between private

educational programmes and the government. This public-private

relationship is aiming to amplify academia and research in the country.

Another feature of the Policy is granting more autonomy to educational

institutions, to increase productivity in these institutions. There are also

plans of establishing ten Indian Institutes of Liberal Arts, following the

models and educational standards of IITs, to bring in some much-needed

changes to the university education system. 

At the school level the policy is looking to do away with the rigid stream-

based systems followed in schools to allow more flexibility in high school

education for children who wish to pursue more multidisciplinary interests,

among many other features.

INDIA'S EDUCATION SYSTEM
FEELS A DIGITAL DIVIDE
AMID THE PANDEMIC
24 June 2020

SAMACHAAR
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It (the pandemic) has worked as a catalyst for the educational institutions to grow and opt for

platforms and techniques, which have not been used before. The education sector has been

fighting to survive the crises with a different approach and digitizing the challenges to wash

away the threat of the pandemic. I’ll highlight a few measures taken by the government.

Measures taken by the educational institutes such as closed schools, postponed or rescheduled

the examinations, cleaning and sanitization of premises, consideration of long-term uncertainty

etc.

The lockdown has generated uncertainty over the exam cycle. Maybe universities may face

impact in terms of a slowdown in student internships and placements, lower fee collection that

can create hurdles in managing the working capital. I am a book person and have always done

my reading from books. This time it was challenging for me to depend on PDFs and other

sources online. Speaking about affecting mental health, it hasn't been too tedious since it has

started. Eventually we have to adapt according to changing times, classes are being conducted

online temporarily but of course for people who have no access to a stable Internet connection

or a mobile or a laptop to be able to sit for classes probably are feeling it a bit too hard and

they have to be taken into consideration.

Manav Gokaldas, 

Bangalore.

COVID-19: Impact on Students
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TALK POINT 

Q1. How has the COVID-19 pandemic affected your education? What are the biggest difficulties you are facing? 

Q2. What has your school of local government done to deal with these difficulties? Do you think their adopted strategies have been

effective? 

Q3. How has the education system in general affected your and your peers mental health? Do you think these issues were amplified

during this health crisis. If yes, how so?

This pandemic has undoubtedly affected my education in ways I never imagined it would. Many of my

peers and myself made the cut off and met the requirement for universities abroad but certain

limitations imposed on our country and other nations did not permit us to get admitted to those

institutions- our dream institutions. We had to go for our B or C list universities that are safer and

closer to home. Moreover, we’re facing a tonne of issues in the institutions that were studying in now,

namely- uncomfort in asking questions and interacting with people I’ve never met in person, major

technological glitches (leading to time waste), casual homely environment that does not push us to give

our best, and the list goes on, privacy issues at home. 

Personally, I’m not satisfied with this online form of learning. The schools of local governments, as far

as my knowledge concerns, have taken the best possible measures in their capacity. However, this

doesn’t mean that the strategies aren’t good. These strategies are best in the capacity of the schools and

are flexible too, for a student friendly environment. Nevertheless, they have their drawbacks that can’t

be neglected. The education system has had both a positive and a negative impact on our mental health.

On the one hand, students have been reassured that they won’t miss out on learning and starting their

post-school education because of the pandemic. Most colleges have online learning, office hours with

professors and teaching assistants for extra help. These facilities have given confidence to students. On

the other hand, it has also negatively impacted students like me, who’re transitioning from school to

colleges in other cities. It’s very difficult to be in a class with 100 odd people one hasn’t ever met in

person. Making friends is a very major part of any educational journey and we’re evidently missing out

on that. Last but not the least, students who are inclined towards co-curricular activities are facing a lot

of issues busting their academic stress because most club activities and sports cannot be made use of in

an online environment.

Yashvi Agarwal,

Kolkata.
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While COVID-19 has worked as a catalyst for the educational institutions to opt for techniques,

which have not been used before, all the students are not able to access these platforms as they

require better amenities as classes are not the same in the virtual format. While the education sector

has been fighting to survive the crises with a different approach to wash away the threat of the

pandemic, still there are some things which it failed to take care of. I live in Anantnag, and getting a

high-speed internet connection here is really a challenge. I had to face a lot of problems due to lack

of a stable internet connection. During the lockdown I was not able to attend classes due to lack of

internet connection as mobile internet was also shut, not able to interact with other students and

people from different departments which I believe is necessary for proper understanding of

concepts, lack of social touch etc. It ruined my mental health which ultimately affected my

education.

Apart from COVID pandemic, I believe we're in the midst of a mental health epidemic. As per

WHO, depression is the most widespread illness. There are different factors, but without a doubt one

of the factors is the failing of our traditional education systems. With an overwhelming workload

and more emphasis on grades and jobs than exploration, wonder and awe, I think education is failing

in mental health. The COVID 19 pandemic affected my mental health to a great extent. The lack of

social interaction amplified my depression and my insecurities. "Stay at home" orders resulted in

more overthinking, more emotional distress, which affected my overall lifestyle. Regular classes

have been replaced by online classes. They are not very helpful, but as they say, something is better

than nothing. Exams of some students were conducted, and as per the news, proper arrangements

were made to maintain social distance and prevent the spread of the virus. 

Faisal Majeed, 

Jammu and Kashmir.
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TALK POINT 

Kshitija Venkat,

 New Delhi.

COVID -19 has definitely affected my studies to a very large extent. The quality of education

received through one to one interaction in a formalized institute cannot be received by online

classes. But I feel it has also given me more time to concentrate and study within my comfort.

The greatest difficulty I am facing currently, is the methodology followed to conduct exams.

Even though my school has put in great effort to help us in all means, my teachers have

definitely worked hard- shown us videos and performed live experiments- to improve the

quality of learning as well as our understanding of the subject.

Our education system has affected our mental health a lot.  'Rote learning’ as a method

definitely causes a lot of stress. More than that, the emphasis laid on only academic scores to

define/ award a child is very disturbing. This pandemic has affected our mental health in both

positive and negative manners. When something new is introduced, it always creates hassles as

we are still trying to adapt to the new normal. Due to this pandemic, we have come across a lot

of changes, For eg - the social interaction I had with friends which helped me balance out

studies and relaxation.  But on the other hand, the govt. has realized the importance of change

and has brought about new changes in our education system. Not only that, personally I save a

lot travel time during which I rest which keeps me relaxed and refreshed.

Change from face to face education to virtual is a new experience. As I have taken design, not

having a workshop space seems like it’s a small issue, not being able to meet my classmates and

discuss what happens in class. It feels like there is a barrier in communication. I feel like the

government has adopted strategies that have been moderately effective. I personally feel, more

importance could be given to the education of students and the norms governing them. The

government has reduced the class timings to make it more convenient for the students. For

children to manage their stress, they have been given holidays from 21st-25th.The education

system has both negatives and positives. A key negative is that a great number of schools and

colleges don’t provide any means of support for kids to talk to someone and speak about the

stress from studying. Government schools and colleges should have psychologists or therapists

for students to contact when they have issues. The postponement of exams and classes keeps

causing confusion and stress.
Pravaalika, 

Chennai.
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